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1. Browse for avi-files: You can easily select an AVI-file from your computer, a
harddisk, a networkdrive, your music collection, etc. 2. Specify the output-folder: You
may specify the name of the output-folder, the directory name, the ".."-directory, the
existing WAV-files, etc. 3. Save the extracted WAV-files: You may specify to save the
extracted WAV-files as original WAV-files, or as AVI-files, or to remove the original
WAV-files, or to append the extracted WAV-files to the original WAV-files, etc. 4. Edit
the saved WAV-files: You may specify a more precise file name, a more precise
filetype, an ID3-tag, etc. 5. Show the WAV-files extracted from the original AVI-file:
You can see the original AVI-file on the left, and the WAV-files extracted from the AVI-
file on the right. 6. You can use this tool to extract other AVI-files! Screenshots: Support
for mediawiki is avaliable. Use it to view the wiki-pages about this tool or the info-page.
0.1 - 2015-03-27 Code Version: Changes are more or less or no visible, you see 0.0.1 -
2014-03-27 Code Version: Added a release notes-page with the information, what
changed, etc. 0.0.0 - 2014-03-27 Code Version: Release ready! 0.1 - 2014-03-28 Code
Version: Added the wiki-page for the release notes 0.1.0 - 2014-04-04 Code Version:
Much work for the release! - The program ist bei einer winexplorer verschwunden. - The
program bei winexplorer ist nicht mehr in 'edb' von 'winexplorer' verschwunden -
Avi2Wav Extractor ist nun in 'C:\Program Files\Mozilla
Firefox\Components\MediaDevices\WebAudio' eingestellt - Avi2Wav Extractor kann
nun in
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-------------------------------------- Avi2Wav is a little tool which extracts original
soundchunks from an AVI-file. It will be saved as 'extracted.wav' in the same folder as
the original AVI-file. Features: - Supports soundchunks with an ID of 0 to 255. -
Streamchunks with an ID of 1 to 65535 are supported. - Support for a little bitrate of 0
to 8000. - I've added a start and endmarker to extract the complete soundchunks. -
Support for timestamp-lines, which enables the correct timestamping when encoding. -
You can tell the extractor to start extracting after a certain amount of seconds. - It can
extract any attached uncompressed data from AVI-files. - It is very easy to change the
start- and endposition of the soundchunks. - You can specify a path-to-output-file. - The
extraction is threaded to have the most time of the wait when you are idle. - The
extraction is in real time. - There is a commandline-input for easy usage. - It has an
option to mute the original soundtrack while extracting. - It has a default encoding with
ID-0 and default bitrate. - It is in C++. - It has a config.h-file and an option to exit on
error. - It can be compiled with a Win32 GUI, a GUI without Win32 and a console
program. - There is a version for Wine. - There is an icon for all version. - There is a
totaly new website. - There is a screenshot of the application on the mainpage. - There is
a short description of the program on the mainpage. - There is a screenshot of the
application with all features. - There is a manual in html and pdf.
----------------------------------------- New: In an older version I extracted always the
soundchunks in their original order, but I just add the function ExtractChunksByStart
and ExtractChunksByEnd, which extract the soundchunks in the original order. New:
The old C runtime library is gone. New: I added the option to mute the original
soundtrack, when extracted. New: I added the option to extract as many soundchunks as
possible. New: I added an option to extract as

What's New In Avi2Wav Extractor?

Avi2Wav Extractor is a little tool you can use to extract original soundchunks from an
AVI-file. It will be saved as 'extracted.wav' in the same folder as the original AVI-file.
Inspired by Leonardo Montenegro's previous released sourcecode. More about the new
Avi2Wav Extractor: The file Avi2Wav Extractor will extract soundchunks from an AVI-
file. Afterwards the program writes extracted soundchunks to an AVI-file. The extracted
soundchunks will be saved in a new AVI-file named 'extracted.avi'. This is not a wav-file
but an AVI-file. The created wav-file with the extracted soundchunks can be renamed
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and saved under any extension like wav. It is possible to extract soundchunks from an
AVI-file using a wav-file as input. It is possible to extract soundchunks from an AVI-file
using a wav-file as input. To extract soundchunks from an AVI-file using a wav-file as
input you have to start Avi2Wav Extractor. To extract soundchunks from an AVI-file
using a wav-file as input you have to start Avi2Wav Extractor. When using a wav-file as
input the following settings will be used: Input wav-file: The wav-file to use as input for
the extraction. Output wav-file: The wav-file with the extracted soundchunks. Force new
wav-file: The wav-file with the extracted soundchunks will be saved in the same folder
as the original AVI-file. Force new wav-file is necessary, because Avi2Wav Extractor
will save the wav-file with the extracted soundchunks in a subfolder of the AVI-file. The
AVI-file will be renamed to 'extracted.avi'. Avi2Wav Extractor Settings: To use the
following settings you have to start the program Avi2Wav Extractor. Input wav-file: The
wav-file to use as input for the extraction. Output wav-file: The wav-file with the
extracted soundchunks. Force new wav-file: The wav-file with the extracted
soundchunks will be saved in the same folder as the original AVI-file. Force new wav-
file is necessary, because Avi2Wav Extractor will save the wav-file with the extracted
soundchunks in a subfolder of the AVI-file. The AVI-file will be renamed to 'extracted.
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System Requirements For Avi2Wav Extractor:

Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 8.1 64-bit Vista 64-bit, Windows 7
32-bit Minimum of 2GB RAM Minimum of 300MB available hard disk space Intel
Pentium 4 2.5 GHz Processor or AMD Athlon 64 X2 dual-core processor Intel Core 2
Duo 2.26GHz Processor or AMD Athlon 64 X2 2.33GHz Processor Windows® 7,
Vista® or Windows® 8, 8.1 1GB RAM 300
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